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ACT I

SHE'D SAY, "WHAT STATE'S CHICAGO IN?"
I'D SAY, "ILL" DID YA GET THAT?
SHE'D SAY, "TURN YOUR MOTOR OFF"
(Wild break.)
I CAN HEAR 'EM CHEERIN' STILL
WHEN SHE'D G O . . .
I'D GO ...
WE'D G O . . .

AND THEN THOSE TWO-BIT JOHNNIES DID IT
UP BROWN

TO CHEER THE BEST ATTRACTION IN TOWN
THEY NEARLY TORE THE BALCONY DOWN
(Spoken.) And we'd say, "O.K. boys, we're goin' home, but
here's a few more partin' shots!" And this . . . this we did
in perfect unison. (The dance is even more frantic than before.
To . . . Sung:)
NOW, YOU'VE SEEN ME GOIN' THROUGH IT
IT MAY SEEM THERE'S NOTHIN' TO IT
BUT I SIMPLY CANNOT DO IT ALONE!
(She stands before ROXIE, truly exhausted. Spoken:) Ah,
well . . . ?
ROXIE. (Rising, unimpressed.) Boy, they sure got lousy
floor shows in jails now-a-days . . . (She starts off.) I mean,
there was a time when you could go to jail and get a really . . .
VELMA. O.K. Roxie! I'll level with ya. (RoxiB stops and
turns.)
ROXIE. Listen, I don't want to hear it. You think you're
foolin' me? What did Mama just tell ya? That you're old
news? Washed up? It's me they want now, huh? Do you remember the time I asked you for advice and you said, "I don't
get any advice and I don't give any advice." So who needs
this corny sister bit? And I'll tell you something else. Your
friend Mama—she wanted to make some phone calls for me.
Do you know what I told her? I don't need you. And I'm
telling you the same thing. I don't need anybody. Haven't
you read the papers lately? I'm a star— I'm a big star single.
(ROXIE starts to exit again.)
VELMA. Thanks.
ROXIE. Nothin' personal, you understand. Nothin1 personal.
(ROXIB exits.)
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VELMA. Nothui' personal. Nothin's ever personal. (Music
up. VELMA crosses to a Cut-out of a man and woman in bed.
Puts her head in woman's section. Man's head is missing.
Sung:)
LIKE THE DESERTED BRIDE ON HER WEDDING
NIGHT
ALL ALONE AND SHAKING WITH FRIGHT
WITH HER BRAND NEW HUBBY NOWHERE IN
SIGHT . . .
I SIMPLY CANNOT DO IT ALONE . , .
(Cut-out moves off as lights fade on VELMA and come up on
the BANDLEADER on the Bandstand.)
BANDLEADER. (Spoken.) At the tone the time will be 12:00
A.M. (A tone from the ORCHESTRA.) And-now for all you
Chicago stay-up-laters, you night owls who only come alive
after dark, we dedicate this next tune. "Chicago After Midnight."
(The ORCHESTRA starts to play as the lights go down on
the Bandstand. The lights come up on the MATRON
8. L., music continues under. ["CHICAGO AFTER MIDNIGHT."])

SCENE 12
SCENE; Limbo and a bedroom, somewhere in Chicago.
AT RISE: The MATRON addresses the audience,
MATRON. (Begins narration.) Well, here's the way I got the
story. There's this Kitty—something or other. I didn't catch
her last name. Anyway, she's some sort of heiress. Her folks
are in pineapples, grapefruits, somethin' like that. Well, she's
playing house in a Northside apartment with n guy by the
name of Harry. Harry spends all his time in bed. You know,
a real mattress dancer . . . (Drum Doors open. A Bed rolls
down stage on the Center Winch. We see the bottom of

